Welcome!
PAGES2k-PMIP3 Workshop:
Comparing data and model
estimates of hydroclimate variability
and change over the Common Era

In Gratitude…
International Co-Chairs:

Juerg Luterbacher and Steven Phipps

Local Organizing Committee:

Laia Andreu Hayles, Brendan Buckley, Rosanne D'Arrigo, Yochanan
Kushnir, Justin Mankin, Richard Seager and Deepti Singh

Administrative Support:
Mercedes Paulino

All Speakers and Participants

Agenda Review (Today)
09:00-09:30 AM
09:30-10:30 AM
10:30-10:45 AM
10:45-11:45 AM
11:45-12:45 PM
12:45-02:45 PM
02:45-03:00 PM

ARRIVAL AND COFFEE
Introductory Remarks
COFFEE BREAK
Scoping Exercises
CATERED LUNCH
Hydro Proxies and Large-Scale Synth. I
Chair: Kim Cobb
COFFEE BREAK

03:00-05:00 PM

Hydro Proxies and Large-Scale Synth. II
Chair: Juerg Luterbacher

05:00-05:45 PM

Review hydroclimate proxies

05:45-07:30 PM

CATERED BBQ AT LAMONT

For Speakers

20 Minutes
30 Minutes

Agenda Review (Tomorrow)
09:00-09:30 AM
09:30-10:30 AM
10:30-10:45 AM
10:45-12:15 AM

ARRIVAL AND COFFEE
Model Simulations of the Common Era I
Chair: Steven Phipps
COFFEE BREAK
Model Simulations of the Common Era II
Chair: Steven Phipps

12:15-1:15 PM

CATERED LUNCH

01:15-03:15 PM

Data-Model Comparisons I
Chair: Kevin Anchukaitis

03:15-03:30 PM

COFFEE BREAK

03:30-04:30 PM

Data-Model Comparisons II
Chair: K. Anchukaitis

04:30-05:30 PM

Review of Modeling and Data-Model Comparisons

7:00 PM

DINNER AT IL FRESCO

Agenda Review (Friday)
09:00-09:30 AM
09:30-11:00 AM
11:00-11:15 AM
11:15-12:15 AM
12:15-1:15 PM
1:15-1:45 PM
1:45-2:30 PM
2:30-3:00 PM
03:00-03:15 PM

ARRIVAL AND COFFEE
Proxy System Modeling and Proxy Comparisons I
Chair: Toby Ault
COFFEE BREAK
Data-Model Comparisons with Data Assimilation
Chair: Toby Ault
CATERED LUNCH
Review of Proxy Modeling and Data Assimilation
Discussions and Group Breakout Sessions
Reports From Breakout Groups
COFFEE BREAK

03:15-04:15 PM

Summary

04:30-07:00 PM

Outreach Event With High School Teachers
Speakers: Gavin Schmidt and Kim Cobb
All Workshop Participants: Round Robin Exchange

Shuttle Schedule from the
Holiday Inn
• Departure every morning at 8:45 AM
from the hotel lobby
• Returns:
– 7:30 PM on tonight
– 5:30 PM on tomorrow
– 4:30 PM and 7:00 PM on Friday

Reimbursements
If you have any
reimbursements (charges not
billed through our accounts at
Lamont), you will need to file
paperwork before you leave.
Please see me at lunch…

QUIET PLEASE!

GEOCHEMISTRY
IS
HAPPENING
ALL AROUND
YOU

This workshop is yours. It
will be what you make it…

There is
plenty of time for discussion…

Use it!

Many different voices
Many different perspectives

Introduce Your Neighbor
• Name
• Affiliation
• One sentence
description of their
area of expertise

An Historical
Perspective

There are too many relevant
PAGES workshops to review,
but…

Using Paleo-Climate Model/
Data Comparisons to Constrain
Future Projections
March 1- 3, 2012

Workshop Aims
Given that the co-locations of the paleosimulations and future projections is a novelty
in CMIP5, the successful use of this kind of
information does not have much of a track
record. Thus a workshop whose aims are to a)
ensure that the community is aware of how
suitable techniques should be assessed right
from the start, b) highlight the rich range of
possible analyses, and c) produce timely and
informative summaries of the state of these
analyses, is both welcome and necessary.

Workshop Aims
The workshop will be devoted to the analysis of
reconstructions and multi-model simulations of the
past two millennia and will blend the PAGES 2K
and the PMIP3 communities. It will focus on the
comparison between reconstructions and the new
suite of past1000 simulations developed within
PMIP3.
The comparative analyses will give a particular
emphasis to the continental/regional scales, to the
understanding of physical mechanisms, and to link
past and future climate evolution to help constrain
uncertainty in future climate projections.

Our workshop aims are to:
① Promote discussion `and collaboration across the PAGES2k
and PMIP3 communities.
② Review Common-Era proxy archives appropriate for
hydroclimate assessment.
③ Review the current ensemble of coupled model simulations of
the Common Era.
④ Review and refine best practices for model-data comparisons
of hydroclimate over the Common Era.
⑤ Advance understanding of model assessments and constraints
on future projections using model-data comparisons of
hydroclimate over the Common Era.
⑥ Define future goals, products and timelines for collaborations
between the PAGES2k and PMIP3 communities.

(Why) is this
workshop timely?

From the PAGES April 2016 Circular

Working Title:
Comparing data and model
estimates of hydroclimate
variability and change over
the Common Era

Some Workshop Goals for the Paper
• Identify principal questions or areas we
want to address
• Identify guidance on proxies and
syntheses to use
• Identify hydroclimate variables of
interest and utility
• Identify specific events of interest
• Identify relevant analyses for datamodel comparisons

Updates on PAGES 2k hydroclimate efforts
J. Luterbacher, University of Giessen, Germany
juerg.luterbacher@geogr.uni-giessen.de
courtesy: M. Evans, L. von Gunten, J. Smerdon, B. Konecky, N. McKay
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The 2k ini)a)ve within the PAGES structure
•The PAGES 2k initiative/network is a structure by which the climate
community can come together to study problems requiring expertise beyond
individual groups or institutions.
•Originally organized around geographic regions, transregional initiatives
focused on synthesis, dataset development, and intercomparisons of
observations and simulations.

What is the PAGES 2k initiative?
• The PAGES 2k initiative/network is a structure by which the
climate community can come together to study problems
requiring expertise beyond individual groups or institutions.
• Originally organized around geographic regions, transregional
initiatives focused on synthesis, dataset development, and
intercomparisons of observations and simulations.
• First 2 year phase: Continental temperature reconstructions
Second 2 year phase (currently running): Hydroclimatic
reconstructions at regional, continental and hemispheric scales
• The future of the 2k projects includes a special issue of Clim of
the Past, bringing together these results (>30 papers planned).
• Active input from the community is needed to define and justify
the value of a possible phase 3 of the program (after 2016).
• More information at:
http://pastglobalchanges.org/index.php/ini/wg/2k-network/intro/

PAGES 2k Project — Goals
Speleothems

Corals

Understanding paleoclimatic observations

PAGES2k observations: T (M, δ18O)
Marine &
lacustrine
sediment

Tree rings

Climate simulations:
Comparisons with paleo
2768
data/reconstructions, for
understanding mechanisms,
testing models, guiding
observing network
development, basis for data
assimilation

Observations:

JOURNAL OF CLIMATE

Integration of timeuncertain, multivariate
and multi-resolution
records into climate
reconstructions

FIG. 4. (left) BARCAST estimates of the temperature anomaly field in North America for two
sponding uncertainty, for the medium experiment. The estimates are the medians of the posterior
of the 90% credible intervals. In the uncertainty panels, gray dots, green triangles, and purple trian
respectively, instrumental, proxy, or both types of observation available for that year.

Forward models:
Process-based understanding of paleoclimatic
observations

Methodologies:

Understanding climate variation and change

Test bed for climate
reconstructions

RegEM as currently implemented is designed to infer
missing values in an incomplete dataset (Schneider 2001),
and so does not impute the field at locations where there
are no observations (Fig. 5; see Part II for a discussion of
this issue). The widths of the 90% uncertainty intervals
for the estimates of the field at each location are the
standard error estimates provided by RegEM, multiplied
by 2.71 (the distance between the 5th and 95th percentiles of the standard normal distribution). For 1888, the
RegEM uncertainty tends to grow as the distance from
the proxy observations increases, which is consistent with
the use of an exponentially decaying spatial covariance
structure in BARCAST. There are instrumental observations for 1988 at each location where there are any
instrumental observations. As RegEM does not consider

RegEM have smaller a
by BARCAST.
The posterior draws
mates, with uncertainty
at each location (Fig. 6
there are instrumental
temperatures are in clo
with the instrumental v
tions, the uncertainty i
algorithm, the instrume
estimates of the true fie
certainty at these locat
strumental observation
uncertainty is largest at
proxy observations are

Modified/updated from Kaufman et al (2014)

PAGES 2k Project — Phase I
The synthesis goal for Phase I was to produce regional temperature
reconstruc)ons for all 2k regions in )me for inclusion in AR5.
Phase 1 of the project ended with the publica)on of the ﬁrst synthesis
publica)on:
PAGES 2k consor)um (2013) Con)nental-scale Temperature Variability During the Past Two Millennia,
Nature Geoscience 6: 339-346

PAGES 2k Projects
Trans-regional projects
• Data-Model Comparison (PAGES2k and PMIP3)
• Reconstruc)on Methods Development
• Global 2k Open-Access Proxy Climate Database
• Onset of Industrial Warming in Terrestrial and Marine records
• …
Full list on the PAGES website
www.pages-igbp.org/workinggroups/2k-network/trans-regional-projects

PAGES 2k Project — Phase I
Temperature

Gaps a9er Phase I

• Some regions not covering full 2k period
• Reconstruc)on not always spa)al
• Some regions not mul)-proxy

Global T Database

• Selec)on criteria not uniform

Hydroclimate!

Focus for regional groups
for Phase 2

Trans-regional analyses
Ø Data-model comparison
Ø Uniform synthesis products

Synthesis products

PAGES 2k Phase II

PAGES 2k Project — Phase II
GOALS
· Regional 2000 year long Temperature and Precipita@on/
drought/etc. ﬁelds
· Trans-regional synthesis products
· Data-model comparison and diagnos)c analyses
· Comple)on of a central 2k database for Temperature and
Precipita@on

PAGES 2k Project — Phase II
GOALS – prac@cally
Data base: For T 2k regional working groups include all records that
meet the common criteria.
Field reconstruc@ons: Climate ﬁeld reconstruc)ons is the goal. But
where data coverage is less dense index reconstruc)ons for subregions should be made.
High vs low resolu@on: Fusing annual-scale and lower-resolu)on )me
series remains an important goal, but given the methodological
diﬃcul)es, separate annually resolved and lower-resolu)on
reconstruc)ons can be targeted.
Precipita@on: To avoid the problem of co-linearity of temperature
and moisture, it might be necessary to reconstruct targets that
combine mul)ple clima)c inﬂuences.

PAGES 2k Project — Phase II
Ø Special issue (e.g. Climate of the past). Opening in mid 2016,
closing at the end of 2016. Regional papers and TransRegional studies
Ø Hydroclimate reconstruc)ons with regional focus. Each region
decides what HC parameter to reconstruct and what data and
methods best suited.
à European_Med Drought Atlas (Cook et al. 2015)
à Northern Hemisphere hydroclimate variability over the past
twelve centuries (Ljungqvist et al. 2016)
Ø Isotope data collec@on as trans-regional synthesis product. B.
Konecky volunteered to co-lead and is looking for co-leaders
and regional experts. To be used for Data-model exercises
Ø Data quality control crucial. Quality control procedures should
be implemented for all 2k studies before publica)on

A linked paleodata framework for data stewardship

• Geolocation, references, chronology, data model, data all kept in
a cross-platform, standard, open source and flexible format
• Allows new queries to emerge from existing databases like 2k.
McKay and Emile-Geay (2016)

Regional circulation and hydroclimatology: Iso2k
The Iso2k database v.0 (12/2015)
(v.1 expected ~end of summer 2016)

•
•
•

Water isotope observations in multiple archives
Metadata, data models and linked identifiers for cross-cutting applications
More info: Bronwen Konecky (bronwen.konecky@colorado.edu), Jud Partin
(jpartin@ig.utexas.edu), overview talk this afternoon at 3 pm

PAGES 2k Project — Phase II
Timeline
2016
- Precip/drought/etc ﬁeld reconstruc)ons by regional groups
- Reconstruc)on and analysis of inter-regional Precip pacerns
- Data-model Precip/drought/moisture comparison as a PMIP/2k collabor.
- Trans-regional products ﬁnalized
Final synthesis (synthesis papers and special issue in Climate of the Past)
(for inclusion in PAGES proposals to the US and Swiss NSF to be wriRen in
2017)
2017?
Large 2k conference? Possibly 3rd phase of PAGES 2k

PAGES 2k Project — Phase II, Synt. Papers and
special issue Clim Past

Ac)ve input from the community is needed to deﬁne and jus)fy the value
of a possible phase 3 of the program (aeer 2016).

PAGES 2k Project — Phase II
Where are we now?

Contribu)on of this workshop to the 2nd
and possibly 3rd Phase of PAGES 2k
① Promote discussion and collabora)on across the PAGES2k and PMIP3
communi)es
② Review Common-Era proxy archives appropriate for hydroclimate
assessment
③ Review the current ensemble of coupled model simula)ons of the
Common Era
④ Review and reﬁne best prac)ces for model-data comparisons of
hydroclimate over the Common Era
⑤ Advance understanding of model assessments and constraints on future
projec)ons using model-data comparisons of hydroclimate over the
Common Era
⑥ Deﬁne future goals, products and )melines for collabora)ons between
the PAGES2k and PMIP3 communi)es

PAGES2k Working Group (2016 in prep)

Revised temperature-sensitive paleo database

• High and low resolution composite global means robust to
screening, filtering and binning choices.

Spatiotemporal temperature reconstruction for Europe

Luterbacher et al (2016)

• Spatial structure of recent warm-cold cycle resolved
• Reconstructions more variable than realistically forced
simulations – why?

Global SST at bicentennial resolution

McGregor et al (2015)

• Pre-anthropogenic last millennium: small global surface ocean
cooling
• Observations most consistent with an increase in frequency of
explosive volcanism or land use change in recent centuries

Power (normalized)

1st PC
(standardized)

1st EOF ampl.
(scaled to T2m)

Comparisons of reconstructions and simulations

Frequency (1/yr)
Pages2k Consortium (2013);
Pages2k-PMIP3 Group (2015)

• If leading patterns in reconstructions and realistically forced
simulations are in agreement, we can interrogate the simulations
to understand mechanisms most likely underlying reconstructed
variance.

Abram et al (2016, revised)

An early start to anthropogenic global warming?

• Tropical and NH regions warmed as early as early – mid 19th c in
reconstructions and simulations; time of emergence ~100y later.
• SH regions warm later in reconstructions but not simulations.

How do the 2k projects function?
• Community-driven
• Mutual respect
• Healthy skepticism
• Transparency
• In-person milestoned workshops
• Frequent communications and virtual meetings
• Consensus decisionmaking
• Support from the International Program Office (Bern)
• Stimulating drinks

http://www.futureearth.org/blog/2015-aug-18/virtually-ocean2k

Summary (Haiku version)
Obs, sims agreeing.
pre-Anthropocene cooling.
Warming starts early?
Context is needed.
Community, consensus.
Coffee, whiskey, wine.
Special thanks to: Darrell Kaufman, Lucien von Gunten, Nerilie Abram,
Bronwen Konecky, Joerg Luterbacher, Raphi Neukom, Julien Emile-Geay,
Jason Smerdon, David Nash, Helen McGregor, Ulf Buentgen, Joelle Gergis

Join us! Learn more at:
http://pastglobalchanges.org/index.php/ini/wg/2k-network/intro/

Scoping Exercise

A means by which we identify the
things we do and do not know…

What do you want to
learn from the
workshop?

What proxies are available?
I hope to learn more about the reliability of hydrological
sensitive proxy data and the challenges in generating
reconstructions.
To learn what high and low resolution proxy data exist from the
different areas of the world to spatially reconstruct
hydroclimatic fields over the CE.
If I have to pick one reason to go to the workshop, it wold be
that I'd like to learn more about the available hydroclimate data
over the CE: what sorts of spatial coverage we have worldwide
and what caveats are involved with using it quantitatively.
How hydroclimate is being approached by the paleo
community.

CE Hydroclimate Proxies
• Trees – PDSI, Precip, Snow Cover, Soil Moisture, Runoff,
Fire
• Corals – SST, O18 Seawater
• Sediments – Pollen, Laminated Seds, Lake Levels,
Rainfall Iso composition, Runoff
• Speleothems – Rainfall, Groundwater O18, Snowcover
• Documentary Evidence – Floods, Droughts, Extremes,
Impacts (Famine/Crop failure)
• Icecores – O18, Precip, Fire, Dust, Aerosols, Deuterium,
Methane
• Peat - Fire

CE Hydroclimate Large-Scale
Syntheses
•
•
•
•
•

Drought Atlases
Iso2k
PAGES2k
Global Lakes Status DB
SedDB

Availability of model simulations
and their performance
More about the limitations of the PMIP models when it
comes to representing past hydroclimate, which seems
to be (to my untrained eye) quite significant.
As a data person, I’m interested in learning more about
how well models perform in reproducing observation
of hydroclimate and how biases in the models can be
addressed in the context of proxy/model comparisons.
A better understanding about the different models
and how paleo-data might be incorporated.

~CE Climate Simulations
• PMIP3 (GISS Ensemble)
• NCAR CESM Last Millennium
Ensemble
• COSMOS
• VOLMIP

How should data-model comparisons be done?
I’m especially interested in learning about the methods behind
data-model comparisons.
A better understanding of how proxies and models can help each
other to overcome their own limitations. To overcome my
impression that many times we are comparing apples and oranges.
Do proxies and models exhibit similar temporal and spatial
variability that accurately represent natural climate variability?
I hope to learn some strategies for powering through the major
obstacles to hydroclimate data-model comparisons, especially (1)
maximizing the gain from proxies that are NOT annually resolved
and (2) using the 'right' level of complexity for proxy system models
so we can translate multiple proxy types into variables that can be
meaningfully compared with climate model output.

How should data-model comparisons be done?

How do we do these comparisons? This is
less obvious than temperature, since the
models perform worse at reproducing
hydroclimate observations, the unforced
component of precipitation variability is
higher, and the spatial scales involved
finer.

What is the most
important question that
can be answered with
hydroclimate datamodel comparisons
over the CE?

Mutual Checks on Uncertainties and Biases

Do we understand the uncertainties and limitations of simulated
and reconstructed hydroclimate data, and how can we then
build confidence when comparing or cross-validating both
tools?

Hopefully we can use such comparisons to better understand the
limits of climate models in providing useful hydroclimate
information, but also how to use the mechanisms implemented in
the models to assess uncertainties in the proxy data.
I think constraining decadal variability and closing the gaps
between what the proxies are saying is our truth vs. what the
models predict is a major source of concern. We can move
closer to understanding the mismatch between paloclimate data
and modeling efforts with new techniques such as proxy system
modeling and paleoclimate data assimilation.

Understanding CE Climate Changes
In my opinion, identifying the spatial pattern and the extent of dryness during any
particular climatic interval (e.g. Medieval Climate Anomaly, Little Ice Age, Modern
Period) is the most crucial question that needs immediate and precise answers.
Is there evidence for coherent large-scale hydroclimate changes during the C.E.
that are externally forced? Where and through what mechanisms did these forced
hydroclimate responses occur?
Hydroclimate data-model comparisons can provide insight into the dynamics and
processes of reconstructed and observed changes, trends, variability and
extremes of precipitation and drought on different space and time scales.
If observations, reconstructions, simulations are accurate and precise enough, and
are consistent with each other within uncertainty: what are the mechanisms by
which we obtain long-term, continental scale drought in both the pre and post
anthropogenic periods? (e.g. before and after 1700 CE)?
Is it possible to robustly constrain large-scale modes of hydroclimate variability
during the C.E. using the available network of proxy records? If not, where and
what type of additional proxy data and/or proxy system models are needed?

Separating Forced and Internal Variability
The most important research direction is understanding the magnitudes of
forced and internal climate variability on decadal-to-centennial timescales.
What are the relative roles of internal and forced variability in
hydroclimate on different spatial and temporal scales, and what are the
probabilities for extreme events?
What are the relative contributions of internal variability versus external
forcings on hydroclimatic variability, and how has this changed through
time?
Which time variations in the proxy records are externally forced, which
come from ocean-related internal variability, and which are explainable by
weather variability alone?
I think the question of diagnosing the extent of and mechanisms for forced
changes in the hydrological cycle is a key target for CE data/model
comparisons.

Understanding the Full Spectrum of Variability
I'm really interested in the question of what forcing does to
hydroclimatic variability with different frequencies, particularly
in regions sensitive to lower-frequnecny (and thus not wellcharacterized) variability. Establishing model skill for different
parts of the hydroclimate spectra regionally could be key to
understanding if/how and or why such frequencies (don't)
change in a forced regime.
What is the ability of models to simulate hydroclimate on
decadal and longer time scales in various regions, just how
much they underestimate (or overestimate, but unlikely) the
magnitude of that variability. Are there any regions where they
are "better" and if so, can we glean any information as to why?
(e.g. regions where teleconnection patterns are well/poorly
captured).

Constraining the Future
Can hydroclimate data-model comparisons over the C.E. be used
to inform projections of anthropogenic hydroclimate changes?
It would answer if ongoing droughts in certain parts of the world
are truly exceptional and represent a shift change in the soil
moisture, thus, the permeant drought idea for CA or the
Mediterranean.
How proxy data can effectively help to constrain model uncertainty
in future climate projections.
As for most important questions/outcomes from hydroclimate datamodel comparisons more broadly, I think this is centered around
understanding modern extremes and processes beyond the
instrumental records. What future changes in hydroclimatic
extremes might we expect?

Can we set an order of preference?
① Mutual Checks on Uncertainties and Biases
② Understanding CE Climate Changes
③ Separating Forced and Internal Variability
④ Understanding the Full Spectrum of Variability
⑤ Constraining the Future
⑥ Others?

